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I. Covid collateral damage: how the pandemic
impacts IT security
Many experts in the cybersecurity field feared that the mass shift to remote working would
bring additional security risks. However, a study published in late September 2021 by
security company Tenable shows that the reality of the situation has in fact been much
worse. Back in April, they commissioned market research company Forrester to conduct a
survey with respondents including 422 managers, 426 security professionals and 479
employees working from home for companies based in Australia, Brazil, France, Germany,
India, Japan, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, the UK and the USA. The results are alarming: 92% of
managerial staff surveyed said a hacker attack or a resulting data leak had caused
significant disruption to business activities. About 70% of companies suffered as many as
three or more attacks in the past 12 months. Almost three quarters of those surveyed put
these attacks down to the fact that lockdowns, working from home and other responses
to the pandemic had increased the ‘area of attack’. Cybercriminals have been exploiting
this opportunity to install malware, steal data and launch ransom attacks. Social
engineering and phishing have proven effective; criminals use the fear around the
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coronavirus and vaccine campaigns to infect the home networks of employees working
remotely, using them as an entry point for penetrating corporate networks.
The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) of the Swiss Federal Administration provides a
guide to help employees navigate these issues and work from home securely (link below).
You can also find comprehensive, useful information on the website of the Swiss Internet
Security Alliance, iBarry, of which SWITCH is a member.

Read more:
https://www.heise.de/news/Studie-Corona-Pandemie-hat-verheerenden-Einfluss-auf-IT-Sicherheit-6201856.html
https://www.ncsc.admin.ch/ncsc/en/home/infos-fuer/infos-unternehmen/aktuelle-themen/home-office.html
https://www.ibarry.ch/en/safe-devices/home-office/

II. Malware-as-a-service – advertised via Google Ads
and supported by brazen PR
One of the reasons it is so important that companies keep IT security information and
expertise up to date is that hackers are constantly developing new and more brazen
methods for pursuing their criminal activities. In late September, Microsoft Security
Intelligence announced via Twitter that cybercriminals are buying up Google Ads and using
them to lure users to hijacked websites. Once the user is at the site, it loads malware onto
their device without them noticing. The banking trojan they use, ‘Zloader’, steals cookies,
passwords and other data, and can also load additional malware to the user’s device.
According to Microsoft, this pilfered access data for the compromised systems is not
actually used by the hackers themselves; rather, it is sold on to other cyber gangsters. It’s
a business model that came to prominence in connection with the Emotet, TrickBot and
Ryuk attacks. We reported on this in the January/February 2021 edition of our Security
Report. You can find an alarming chronology of ransomware attacks carried out over the
last few months at the NZZ website link below.
Another new development is the audacity with which the ‘Conti’ group seeks to control
any unsolicited reporting of its activities, and specifically the ransom negotiations with its
victims. Conti is one of the most successful cybercriminal groups. This group is named after
the eponymous ransomware in circulation as the successor to the legendary Ryuk malware.
After Japanese electronics firm JVCKenwood fell victim to a Conti attack and screenshots
of ransom negotiation chats were leaked, the criminals immediately broke off talks and
published the captured data. In its announcement on the leaked site on the Tor network,
the group wrote that it had nothing against press reports in general, but that its
‘negotiations’ with its ‘customers’ were ‘normal business activities’ and thus deserving of
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discretion. They intended to halt what they called ‘intellectually and ethically objectionable’
reporting and threatened to treat other victims who disclosed details like they treated
JVCKenwood. Instead of participating in this ‘cheap’ behaviour, they advised interested
parties to contact the gangsters who would then decide whether or not to disclose further
information.
It sounds farcical, but the implications are profoundly worrying. Conti’s post appears to be
an ice-cold calculation aimed at safeguarding the fraudulent business model of a successful
criminal gang, as hacker attacks only come to light when this kind of information is leaked.
This helps security specialists come up with solutions fast or inform CERTs who can then
get to work on preventing any further damage.

Read more:
https://www.computerworld.ch/security/malware/ransomware-google-ads-2700710.html
https://www.switch.ch/permalink/af4cca41-7cfc-11eb-8217-5254009dc73c.pdf
https://www.nzz.ch/technologie/ransomware-angriffe-wie-funktionieren-sie-ld.1628409?reduced=true
https://www.heise.de/news/Ransomware-Conti-Erpressergruppe-verbittet-sich-Leaks-ihrer-Verhandlungs-Chats-6206790.html

III. Advertising and reality: data stolen from 50 million
T-Mobile US Inc. customers
‘Don’t trust any other network’ is the slogan from a TV commercial in which the selfproclaimed ‘leader of 5G’ in the USA advertises the quality of its network. John Binns, a
21-year-old US hacker based in Turkey, wanted to show the world just how poorly the
third-largest mobile provider in the United States protected customer data. So he stole
personal data belonging to around 50 million customers of the magenta giant’s US
offshoot. While the company insisted that no credit card numbers or passwords were
stolen, hackers got their hands on names, driving license details and even social security
numbers of all affected customers. In the USA, this information opens up access routes
and virtual doors. Reports indicated that this was the fifth time the Telekom subsidiary had
been hacked in the last three years and that minorities in particular were likely to suffer
most from these hacks because they received little or no information about the theft and
potential misuse of their data. Meanwhile, Mike Sievert, CEO of T-Mobile US Inc., insisted
that nearly every person affected had been informed and the data leak had been plugged.
Shortly after, Sievert apologised to those affected and announced that T-Mobile US Inc.
had struck long-term partnerships with cybersecurity experts Mandiant and consulting firm
KPMG LLG with a view to improving security standards.
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Read more:
https://www.tagesschau.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/t-mobile-us-hackerangriff-101.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/korihale/2021/09/10/t-mobiles-hack-of-50-million-users-leaves-black-community-at-risk/?sh=4265c36f7435
https://www.wsj.com/articles/t-mobile-ceo-apologizes-for-data-security-breach11630071045?cx_testId=3&cx_testVariant=cx_5&cx_artPos=0&mod=WTRN#cxrecs_s

IV. Facebook face down – the temporary fall of the
Zuckerberg empire
Incapacitating organisations, companies and groups via software is usually the kind of
criminal activity that hackers carry out externally. Recently, all three of Facebook’s major
platforms were down for several hours, and while the external hacker theory cannot be
entirely discounted in this case, IT experts believe that the ‘Facebook face palm’ was
actually caused by a faulty update installed by internal system administrators.
On 4 October 2021, the services of Facebook, WhatsApp and Instagram were down for
around six hours, affecting some 2.8 billion MAUs (monthly active users). Media outlets
throughout the world reported on the event and speculated about the cause of a
breakdown which affected the three most important platforms of the internet giant, which
had already received a barrage of criticism in recent weeks. The first point of order was
that the Zuckerberg group had not kept its promises regarding data privacy. This
concerned the merging of user data from Facebook and WhatsApp as a ‘conditio sine qua
non’ for Facebook’s takeover of the messenger service. Second: people and governments
increasingly feel that Facebook is not doing enough to combat the spread of hate and fake
news on its platforms. And third: it was revealed that the group was in possession of
studies indicating that extensive use of Instagram can have a detrimental effect on the
mental health of its users. However, the group has failed to issue warnings to this effect.
All this fuelled initial suspicions that the tech giant’s servers had been the target of an
attack. In a blog post, Santosh Janardhan, Facebook’s Vice President of Engineering and
Infrastructure, explained that a faulty update for the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) had
been installed during routine maintenance work. This brought down not just the three
major platforms, but also Facebook Messenger and various internal services and devices –
including the company’s door systems, server farms and email traffic. Ivan Bütler, Board
Member of Compass Security, broke the incident down in simple terms for the NZZ article
linked below, ‘Wie kam es zum Facebook-Totalausfall?’ (‘What caused the Facebook
outage?’).
The article also points out that the BGP fault which caused the outage aroused suspicions
that Facebook had fallen victim to a ‘BGP hijacking’ attack. The BGP acts as a type of
navigation system for internet traffic, which is why cybercriminals often try to smuggle
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fake BGP information into networks. They then redirect internet traffic to sites they control
for the purpose of snooping, stealing data or carrying out man-in-the-middle attacks. They
may also manipulate the diverted data before redirecting it back into ‘legitimate’ traffic.
In 2017, for example, Russian telecom company Rostelecom managed to divert the
network traffic of a significant number of financial institutions, and its Swiss counterpart,
Swisscom, through its own servers for several minutes. Two years later, much of Europe’s
mobile data traffic was diverted via China Telecom’s network. And not just for a few
minutes, but for a whole two hours. Insiders have suggested that China is often behind
BGP hijacks.
Even though most internet traffic is now encrypted, security vulnerabilities are evident in
the BGP-navigated network. A group of ETH researchers led by Prof. Adrian Perrig is
seeking to eliminate these vulnerabilities through the SCION project (Scalability, Control
and Isolation on Next-Generation Networks). The Swiss National Bank and the SIX stock
exchange, together with telecom companies Sunrise UPC, Swisscom and SWITCH, are
building SCION as a foundation for a secure financial network.
Such a network would prevent many of the mistakes and sources of error associated with
BGP from occurring at all, writes Perrig in ‘SCION next-generation Internet Evangelist’, a
post on LinkedIn. This would also mean that the kind of outage experienced by Facebook
would be technically impossible.

Read more:
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/facebook-instagram-down-whatsapp-latest-b1932071.html
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/wirtschaft/unternehmen/facebook-ausfal…em-konzern-langfristig-schaden17570515.html?service=printPreview
https://www.nzz.ch/technologie/wie-kam-es-zum-facebook-totalausfall-eine-erklaerung-von-nerds-fuernormalsterbliche-ld.1648880?reduced=true
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/facebook-outage-how-scion-could-have-helped-adrianperrig/?msgControlName=reply_to_sender&msgConversationId=2ZWEzYzYxMjgtNWI2MC01YzIwLTkwNmUtZGFlMzEyYmYzNDI2XzAxMw%3D%3D&msgOverlay=true&trackingId=1e3NzKj
uSheGJzfIFYEfXg%3D%3D
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